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Gender identity, analogy and virtue: a response Newton and Watt 

The phenomenon of incongruence between a person’s sense of gender identity and his or her natal 

sex, is perplexing.  It is perplexing in a way that someone’s choice to wear clothes typically worn by 

the opposite gender need not be.  Styles of clothing are clearly conventional, and someone may 

wear the clothes of the opposite gender for a variety of reasons, many having nothing to do either 

with sexual desire or with gender identity.  Similarly, sexual attraction to someone of the same sex is 

something that can be comprehended even by someone who does not share those desires.  For 

while sexual orientation is an important part of one’s identity, in the first place it is a deeply rooted 

inclination of one’s desires, and the experience of desire is something shared very broadly.  In 

contrast, in the case of gender identity, it seems that the issue is about identity in a more direct or 

unmediated way, with no necessary connection to sexual desire.     

An incongruent sense of gender identity is perplexing because it leads people, who may otherwise 

show no evidence of a delusional personality and who may otherwise function well in society, to say 

things that are difficult for others to make sense of.  How can it possibly be, for example, that 

someone who is raised as, and still appears physiologically to be, male can express the persona of a 

woman and think, quite seriously, that this is her true self?1   

In this context I have suggested, among various analogies, the analogy between legal gender 

recognition and legal recognition of adoption.2  In both cases the legal status is given to a social 

identity that is modelled on, but distinct from, a natal biological identity.3  All analogies limp but this 

analogy seems to show that there need be nothing deceptive or untruthfully in asserting an identity 

that reflects a biological role despite an incongruence with the underlying biology.  Someone can 

truly be a son or daughter by adoption rather than by birth.  If this is so then there need not be any 

contradiction in holding that someone could be a man or a woman by transition and gender 

recognition notwithstanding another identity given at birth and still discernible in his or her biology.4   

  

 
1 Two moves by which people seek a quick resolution of this conundrum are (1) by saying that such a person is 
simply in the grip of a false belief about what sex he or she is or (2) by claiming that there is no incongruence 
as gender has nothing to do with the body and anyone can know his or her gender incorrigibly.  However, 
some beliefs are so basic that it is difficult to understand how someone could be mistaken.  The expression of 
an apparently false belief about what sex or gender one is, is itself perplexing, and raises questions about how 
we understand sex and gender.  The second move is problematic philosophically as it threatens to rob the 
term “gender” of any public meaning.  It also fails to account for the person’s often intense desire to change 
his or her bodily appearance to ameliorate distress over this incongruence.   
2 David Albert Jones, “Gender Reassignment Surgery: A Catholic Bioethical Analysis,” Theological Studies, 79.2 
(2018): 314–338; David Albert Jones, “Truth in transition? Gender identity and Catholic anthropology,” New 
Blackfriars 29 May 2018, DOI:10.1111/nbfr.12380. 
3 In the concrete case it is possible to be mistaken both as to apparent sex and apparent parenthood. 
Nevertheless, biological sex and biological parenthood have a conceptual, and hence essential, link to natal 
identity.  It may of course be that the adopted child or the adult who transitions also has a claim to this legal 
identity on the basis of his or her biology.  The analogy is not intended as denying this possibility but as 
highlighting the possibility of an adopted social identity abstracting from the specifics of natal biological 
identity.       
4 This argument does not address the possibility of gender identities outside the binary of male and female.   



Distinct kinds of analogy 

William Newton has offered a refutation of this argument.5  He argues that whereas there is a strong 

analogy between natural and adoptive sonship, the word “woman” can only be used of someone 

whose natal sex is male either as “a metaphor” or by “a weak form of analogy”.6   

In the case of adoption, the adoptive father is not simply doing something that is like what a 

biological father is expected to do.  Rather, he is fulfilling a true aspect of fatherhood.  A father is 

“one who gives life to the child”.7  This definition is to be understood not only in terms of biological 

origin but also in terms of rearing the child.  Thus “the adoptive father does fulfil the central 

definition of father”8 and the relation between adoptive and natural fatherhood is an “analogy of 

proportion”.9  

In contrast, Newton defines a “woman” as “a human individual who generates within itself.”10  On 

this account, the person who is a woman by transition and gender recognition does not fulfil “the 

central definition” of being a woman.  Newton considers three reasons for attributing the gender 

identity of woman to someone who is born male: by “assertion or aspiration”; by “a sense of 

affinity” with women; or by manifesting “social or psychological traits” associated with women.11  

These reasons do not establish any link with the definition of woman that Newton favours, hence he 

regards the analogy not as proportion but “denomination from a prime analogate (analogy of 

attribution)”.12  In other words, the trans woman does not participate in femaleness but is 

designated a woman by some relationship of assertion, affinity or association with those who fulfil 

the definition of a woman.  

Newton is not to be faulted for framing his discussion of sexual difference in the first instance by 

reference to reproductive biology, for why else are there two distinct sexes?  Some plants and some 

simple animals reproduce by division or budding, and even some higher animals can generate by 

parthenogenesis.  Nevertheless, most animals and all vertebrates have a division of the sexes 

between a female who generates within herself itself and a male who generates within another.13   

The biological distinction of male and female is based on sexual reproduction but this truth needs 

immediately to be qualified or supplemented in at least two ways.  In the first place whereas all 

human beings are the offspring of sexual union (or at least, of the union of gametes) not all human 

beings can reproduce and not all human beings have a capacity for sexual union.  It is thus 

inadequate to define a woman, as Newton does, as “a human individual who can generate within 

 
5 I am grateful to William Newton and Helen Watt for taking the trouble to respond carefully and in detail to 
my argument.  One of the most problematic aspects of political, clinical, religious and philosophical discussion 
of transgender is the paucity of cordial but critical engagement between academics who hold different views.  
6 William Newton, “Adoption as an analogy for gender transitioning: A reply to David Albert Jones” NCBQ, 18.4 
(2018): 603-610, at 610. 
7 Newton, “Adoption as an analogy,” 605. 
8 Newton, “Adoption as an analogy,” 609.  
9 Ibid. 
10 Newton, “Adoption as an analogy,” 606. 
11 Newton, “Adoption as an analogy,” 605. 
12 Newton, “Adoption as an analogy,” 608. 
13 Newton does not provide a reference for the idea that the female sex is the one “who generates within 
itself” but it can be traced back to Aristotle (Generation of Animals 1.2, 716a 14–15).  It is also reflected in 
modern biology but has to be qualified to accommodate seeming exceptions such as sea horses: the female of 
the species generates the egg (including the genotype and most of the matter) while the male fertilises the egg 
(contributing to the genotype but contributing very little matter) see David Albert Jones “The other woman: 
Evaluating the language of ‘three parent’ embryos” Clinical Ethics 10.4 (2015): 97–106. 



itself” or, indeed, a man as a human individual who can generate within another.  These definitions 

would exclude all of us at some stage or stages of our lives and would exclude some people for the 

whole of their lives.14     

In the second place, a definition that is based on biology may neglect those aspects of human sexual 

difference that are not only biological but also cultural, the aspects connoted by the word “gender”.  

The human institution of marriage includes both biological and cultural dimensions, as it is the 

proper context for human sexual union, procreation and the education of children.  Nevertheless, 

not everyone is called to marriage and the cultural attribution of gender is not limited to those who 

are, were, or might be married or reproductive.  It shapes how we speak of small children, how we 

speak of those who are unmarried and uninterest in marrying and even how we refer to 

communities of celibates.  These are boys and girls, bachelors and spinsters, monks and nuns.  

Gender identity and analogies of proportion  

The level to which gender saturates our language is reflected in how difficult it is, in English, to speak 

to or of another person for any length of time without adverting to that person’s gender.  In 

Romance languages it is not even possible to speak of apples and oranges or windows and doors 

without gender.  These linguistic and cultural markers constitute an identity that is social and 

relational but is also internalised by each person.  It is precisely the ubiquity of gender within culture 

that makes gender incongruence so perplexing, and for some, so distressing, and for others, so 

disturbing or threatening.15  

The idea of “gender identity” is not primarily concerned either with physiology and reproductive 

function or with characteristic psychological traits and particular social roles.  It is primarily about 

identity in relation to others.  This identity is conceptually related to the biological distinction of sex 

but is not reducible to biology.  Gender identity also relates to gender roles and gender expression 

(and without some characteristic patterns of gender role and of gender expression the idea of 

gender identity would be obscure) but it is prior to these roles and expressions.  It is, as it were, how 

we locate ourselves within a gendered social world.   

Consider the following example.  Casimir Pulaski was a Polish nobleman and cavalry officer who 

fought in the American war of independence.  He is credited as being “the father of the American 

cavalry”.16  He is commemorated in statues, parks, place names, a commemorative stamp and 

various holidays and parades in different cities of the United States.17  His popularity increased in the 

 
14 It may well be that a biological definition of femaleness, which seems to be what Newton is offering, could 
be refined so that it was about the potential for generation in a more radical sense.  Nevertheless, the fact that 
not everyone is fertile and not everyone is capable of sexual union, is philosophically and theologically 
significant as it illustrates the existence of exceptions to the duty to generate (Matthew 19.12).   
15 The Equality and Human Rights Commission in the United Kingdom found that significantly more people 
expressed openly negative feelings towards transgender people (16%) than towards gay, lesbian or bisexual 
people (9%) and only 52% of people when asked stated that they would feel comfortable if their neighbour 
was transgender compared to 63% if they were gay, lesbian or bisexual (Dominic Abrams, Hannah J. Swift, and 
Diane Houston, Developing a national barometer of prejudice and discrimination in Britain (London: EHRC, 
2018)).  Such hostility is, of course, exacerbated by the media but it plays upon unease that is related to the 
transgression of deeply entrenched cultural norms. 
16 Francis C. Kajencki, Casimir Pulaski, Cavalry Commander of the American Revolution (El Paso, TX: Southwest 
Polonia Press, 2001). 
17 Joseph A. Wytrwal, “Memorials to General Casimir Pulaski in the United States,” The Georgia Historical 
Quarterly 44.3 (1960): 245-262. 



20th century with the expansion of the Polish American community.18  Pulaski never married and 

died without descendants in 1779.  He died of wounds sustained in battle near Savannah, Georgia 

and was at first buried in an unmarked grave.  What were thought to be his mortal remains were 

later moved to a memorial in the centre the town.  The bones were disinterred in the 1990s in an 

effort to establish whether they were those of Pulaski.19  After further investigation in the early 

twenty-first century, through comparison of mitochondrial DNA with that of a living relative as well 

as examination of the bones for compatibility with known injuries, it was determined that they were 

indeed the Pulaski’s remains.  However, there was an unexpected discovery.  The bones, and 

especially the pelvis, displayed features that were characteristic of female anatomy.20  Pulaski had 

facial hair and certainly believed himself to be male, but researchers now speculate that he may 

have been intersex, having a divergence of sexual development with female internal organs. 

Let us grant, for the sake of argument, that Pulaski was intersex and suppose that, from a biological 

perspective, female sexual characteristics were predominant genetically and anatomically, 

notwithstanding a male external appearance.  Such a case is at least imaginable.21  It seems clear 

that Pulaski’s self-understanding and his social gender identity was that of a man.  It is not simply 

that he “asserted” this of himself.  Still less is this judgment based on his “affinity” with or enjoyment 

of camaraderie with fellow soldiers or his possession of the stereotypical male “traits” of a dashing 

cavalryman.  He would have been no less a man had he been a solitary and rather timid bookish 

fellow.  It is simply that his sense of self and the identity he had in society for his whole life, how he 

spoke and how he was spoken to, was as a man.  Irrespective of his anatomy, he participated in the 

cultural aspects of being male, as these were expressed in his society, though without marrying or 

having children.  Pulaski may or may not have been female, or predominantly female, biologically, 

but his gender identity was that of man.22    

Gender identity, recognised in social relations, mediated by culture, and internalised through 

psychological development, is thus an important aspect of being a man or a woman.  Newton’s 

definition of “woman” is flawed not only for excluding all who are currently infertile but also for 

excluding this whole social, relational, and cultural dimension.  Without offering an alternative to 

Newton’s definition, it is clear that the person who lives as a man or as a woman, and who both 

understands himself or herself to be such and is recognised in society as such, participates in this 

cultural dimension of gender.  In Newton’s terms, there is an “analogy of proportion” here, no less 

than in the case of adoptive parenthood.  

 
18 Angela Pienkos, "A Bicentennial Look at Casimir Pulaski: Polish, American and Ethnic Folk Hero," Polish 
American Studies (1976): 5-17. 
19 As it was also believed that, after the battle, he had died aboard the United States Brig Wasp and had been 
buried at sea, reported for example John Frederick Lewis, “Casimir Pulaski,” Pennsylvania Magazine of History 
and Biography 55.1 (1931): 1-23, at 22.  
20 Jessica Glenza “Polish general who fought with Washington may have been a woman” Guardian 6 April 
2019; Sarah Mervosh “Casimir Pulaski, Polish Hero of the Revolutionary War, Was Most Likely Intersex, 
Researchers Say” New York Times 7 April 2019.  
21 Where someone’s physical sex is ambiguous it is preferable, from a biological perspective, to take the 
internal organs as more significant than external appearance and especially to consider the form and function 
of the gonads, see Nicanor Austriaco, ‘The Specification of Sex/Gender in the Human Species: A Thomistic 
Analysis’, New Blackfriars 94. 1054 (November 2013): 701-715.  
22 The Guardian in reporting this story initially stated that Pulaski may have been “a woman or intersex”. In a 
subsequent edition online (11 April 2019) it corrected this to “female or intersex”.  Pulaski may have been 
predominantly female biologically but he never lived as a woman and neither thought of himself as a woman 
nor shared the experiences common to women of his society.   



An ingenious modification of the analogy   

Helen Watt has also considered the analogy between adoption and gender recognition, finding it 

“ingenious but not… ultimately convincing”.23  She adapts the analogy to argue for “a strong moral 

onus against social transition”24 and for those who have transitioned, “a prima facie responsibility to 

consider whether detransition in the short- or longer- term might perhaps be feasible for them”.25   

How then does Watt modify the adoption analogy?  She imagines an adopting mother who … 

wants to be treated in every possible way as if she were the baby’s biological mother. She 

does not deny (at least to close friends and family) that she is not in fact the biological 

mother, but both before and after she adopts she wants to give a very strong social 

impression that this is what she is… Leading up to the adoption, the adoptive mother talks 

about her ‘due date’, wears maternity clothes and perhaps even takes medication to make 

her body more closely resemble that of a pregnant/ labouring woman. After or just before 

the birth, following which (let’s imagine) adoption papers will be signed immediately, she 

announces that she is in labour, leaves home with her overnight bag and checks as a patient 

into the relevant maternity ward. She then announces the birth when the adoption papers 

are signed, giving the time of the adoption as the time her child was born.26 

Watt argues that there is an “onus against this way of acting”27 and thus an onus against gender 

transition. 

The first thing to note about Watt’s modification of the analogy is that it is highly contrived.  Though 

Watt dismisses the analogy between gender recognition and adoption as “ingenious” neither 

adoption nor gender recognition are invented examples.  The analogy attempts, albeit imperfectly, 

to gain a better understanding of a relatively new and more controversial social and legal institution 

by reference to a more familiar social and legal institution.  In contrast Watt has carefully 

constructed an imaginary example, not based on a real case and still less on a well-established 

institution.  Were it a social practice, or at least an historical case, one could ask more about the 

lived reality before coming to judgement.  As this is an ingenious construct, there is no experience to 

interrogate.28   

The second thing to note is that Watt understates the degree to which adoption is modelled on the 

biological reality of parenthood.  Watt claims that “raising a child… does not always have a strong 

reproductive reference (children can be adopted and raised by two sisters, a brother and a sister and 

 
23 Helen Watt, “Gender transition: The moral meaning of bodily and social presentation,” New Blackfriars 18 
April 2019 DOI:10.1111/nbfr.12465, 3 
24 Ibid. 
25 Watt, ”Gender transition,” 5. According to Watt this purported duty applies, prima facie, even for those with 
intersex conditions such as may have been the case with Casimir Pulaski.  “Intersex people… share some of the 
same dilemmas regarding identification or non-identification with one’s biological sex and the associated 
social gender…” (Watt, ”Gender transition,” 3). 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 In defence of Watt’s extension of the analogy it may be argued that the simple analogy with adoption does 
not address the issue of change in bodily appearance and the use of hormones or surgery to facilitate gender 
reassignment.  However, the question of which bodily modifications are compatible with a Catholic 
understanding of medical ethics (addressed in Jones, “Gender Reassignment Surgery”) is secondary to the 
question of whether the concept of gender identity has validity.  It is generally a mistake to try to get too much 
from a single analogy and in seeking to stretch the analogy so it covers both gender identity and bodily 
appearance Watt renders it more obscure. 



so on)”.29  However, it is not true, at least in English law, that a child could be adopted by “two 

sisters” or “a brother and a sister”.  When the law extended adoption to non-married couples in 

2002, it explicitly excluded any couple “one of whom is the other’s parent, grandparent, sister, 

brother, aunt or uncle”.30  This was to exclude the appearance of incest.  Adoption confers parental 

rights and responsibilities and, when conferred on a parental couple, is modelled on marriage even 

when applied to non-married couples.   

A child could indeed be reared by two sisters, or by an extended family, or in a care home, or by a 

foster family, or perhaps by a legal guardian, but the practice of adoption is precisely an attempt to 

establish by law a relationship closely imitating the biological-parental role.  The social and legal 

practice of adoption deems people to be the equivalent of biological parents, for the sake of the 

child.  The child calls the female rearing person “mum” and the male rearing person “dad” and 

others accept or encourage this.  This involves modifying social signs about biological facts.  Such 

modifications are not deceptive but they are disruptive.  The disruption of the social and biological 

aspects of parenthood has sometimes resulted in serious harm to the biological parents or to the 

child (for example when children were adopted against the will of one or both natal parents or when 

the child was not told about his or her origins).31  Nevertheless, at best, adoption can be done 

without deception and without injustice and can provide a secure environment for a child in need of 

a family by granting the child a new familial identity.   

The analogy between adoption and gender recognition is limited, and many transgender people will 

reject it as misleading and/or as understating the biological roots of their identity.32  I do not suggest 

that it is the best way to understand incongruent gender identity.  It is rather that the analogy shows 

the possibility, in principle, of combining social presentation, legal status and incongruent biology in 

a way that is truthful and that facilitates human flourishing in exceptional cases.  The analogy 

undermines a simplistic application of the law of non-contradiction.  How, and indeed whether, the 

biological reality and gendered experience of transgender people can be understood and combined 

in a comprehensive way is something that is not yet clear, and it may well be that there are 

distinctions to be made and categories to be employed that we do not yet possess.  The reality, 

when better understood, will probably be far from the analogy offered here, but the analogy 

prevents the premature closing of the mind until a better understanding is reached. 

The possibility of virtuous transition  

It has been argued here that, while there are many and obvious differences between adoption and 

gender recognition there are also similarities.  Both practices involve recognising an identity distinct 

from the person’s natal identity to facilitate a person’s flourishing.  Both presuppose and draw upon 

biological categories but apply these categories in novel ways.  Neither need represent the rejection 

of biological reality and neither need be deceptive or untruthful.  Both can be compatible with a 

sound anthropology.  Both involve disruption of social categories and expectations, and can lead to 

 
29 Watt, ”Gender transition,” 12. 
30 Adoption and Children Act 2002 Part 3, Chapter2, Section 144 (5) 
31 Patricia Fronek and Denise Cuthbert. “Apologies for forced adoption practices: Implications for 
contemporary intercountry adoption,” Australian Social Work 66.3 (2013): 402-414. 
32 Though a version of the analogy has been defended by the philosopher Sophie-Grace Chappell, who is 
transgender, see Philip Goff, “Transwomen and Adoptive Parents: An Analogy,” Conscience and Consciousness 
11 July 2018 https://conscienceandconsciousness.com/2018/07/11/transwomen-and-adoptive-parents-an-
analogy/  

https://conscienceandconsciousness.com/2018/07/11/transwomen-and-adoptive-parents-an-analogy/
https://conscienceandconsciousness.com/2018/07/11/transwomen-and-adoptive-parents-an-analogy/


harm in particular cases, but both can also bring benefits in other cases, addressing a real human 

need.  

A key question, for Catholic moral theology, is whether an action or a practice is absolutely wrong, 

always and everywhere, what Thomas Aquinas called malum secundum se33 and Pope John Paul II 

called intrinsece malum,34 or whether it is wrong only in this or that case, depending on the 

circumstances.   

On this question Watt could hardly be clearer, “Nor do I wish to suggest… that it is intrinsically wrong 

in all cases for someone, including someone with dysphoria, to dress in the clothes of the gender 

associated with the opposite sex, or even indeed to take cross-sex hormones.”35  “Crossdressing and 

even use of hormones simply as a palliative measure to stave off anxiety and/or depression and/or 

suicidality is not an absolute moral wrong.”36 For, “avoiding such social misperceptions is clearly not 

a moral absolute”.37  Again, in relation to the adoption analogy, even after Watt’s modification, “this 

way of acting is not intrinsically morally objectionable.”38 And in relation to the vexed issue of use of 

pronouns, “it is not intrinsically wrong to use pronouns that do not belong to a person’s biological 

sex and the associated social gender”.39 As it is  “not absolutely wrong in every case to use a 

pronoun which does not reflect the person’s biological sex and the gender associated with that 

sex”.40 

Watt thus concedes, repeatedly and at length, the key point that the adoption analogy, as originally 

presented, was aiming to show.  There is no intrinsic incompatibility between gender transitioning 

(including at least some associated activities and interventions) and a Catholic ethic based on sound 

anthropology.  If transition and gender reassignment are wrong, they will be wrong for this person in 

these circumstances, but not for everyone and in all circumstances.  

The conclusion for which Watt argues is not that transitioning is always and everywhere wrong but 

that there is a strong onus against doing so and, even, a strong onus to detransition.  Watt rightly 

points out that each of us should be concerned “not just with what is wrong intrinsically (ie, in all 

conceivable situations) but with what is wrong in practice, here and now.”41  It may be granted that 

transitioning typically involves great personal cost and can be traumatic for those close to the 

person.  Such a project is not to be embarked upon lightly.  Here again Watt and I are in 

agreement.42  Nevertheless, while some of the practical concerns Watt brings forward are 

reasonable,43 others are exaggerated or of doubtful relevance,44 and some of her language and 

 
33 Thomas Aquinas, Commentary on Aristotle’s Ethics, Book II. Lecture 7. 329. 
34 John Paul II Veritatis Splendor (August 6, 1993), 80. 
35 Watt, ”Gender transition,” 3, emphasis in the original. 
36 Watt, ”Gender transition,” 21. 
37 Watt, ”Gender transition,” 9. 
38 Watt, ”Gender transition,” 5, emphasis in the original. 
39 Watt, ”Gender transition,” 17, emphasis in the original. 
40 Watt, ”Gender transition,” 18, footnote 34. 
41 Watt, ”Gender transition,” 17-18. 
42 These considerations, equivalent to the advice to count the bricks needed before building a tower (Luke 
14.28), seem to imply that transition away from one’s assigned gender identity demands serious thought and 
justification, even though there is no similar requirement to justify maintaining one’s assigned gender identity.  
On the other hand, they do not imply a duty to detransition,  The situation after the fact is quite different.        
43 Such as the potential impediment to any future marriage and such as the effect upon an existing spouse or 
on children or indeed parents.  There are people who delay transition for such reasons.  
44 Such as the repeated invocation of “detransition” (29 times in 22 pages) as the lens through which to 
understand transition, without acknowledging that the great majority who transition do not express regret (for 



examples could well alienate those whom she wishes to persuade.45  More importantly, when 

moving from absolute prohibitions to matters that depend on circumstances, then virtue consists in 

finding a mean that takes into account competing considerations.  For example, Watt acknowledges 

“the painful and debilitating nature of gender dysphoria for the real-world people who experience it 

through no choice of their own”46 but nowhere acknowledges the painful and debilitating effects of 

the discrimination or violence that real-world people may experience “through no choice of their 

own” if they express an incongruent sense of gender identity.47  A clinical emphasis and an emphasis 

on social inclusion may pull in different directions.  Again, Watt defends the exclusion of 

transwomen from women-only spaces but does not consider the dangers that they may be exposed 

to in an all-male environment48 nor the impression that a post-operative transman might give if 

required to use female facilities.  The point here is not to prejudge the best solution to these and 

other such dilemmas but to indicate that negotiating practical issues in relation to gender identity 

will require a broader range of considerations than is offered by Watt. 

In any case, none of these considerations apply in every situation.  The challenge then becomes not 

to decide matters a priori but to discern whether, and if so, when and how, it would be beneficial for 

someone to transition.49  Nothing in this article should be taken to imply that decisions concerning 

identity or transition are free from risk and burden or that they should be taken quickly or in 

isolation from others.  There is much in contemporary culture that is immediate and finds patience 

difficult and this no doubt affects gender identity as it affects other forms of self-knowledge.  If the 

concept of gender identity is meaningful it cannot be incorrigible.   

 
example 2.2% of all cases in Sweden over a fifty year period, Cecilia Dhejne, Katarina Öberg, Stefan Arver and 
Mikael Landén, “An analysis of all applications for sex reassignment surgery in Sweden, 1960–2010,” Archives 
of sexual behavior 43.8 (2014): 1535-1545).  While they often find that transitioning has not solved all their 
problems, they rarely regret the decision itself (thus a follow up study of 201 cases in The Netherlands found 
6% with minor regrets or dissatisfaction but none regretted transitioning Tim C. van de Grift, Els Elaut, Susanne 
C. Cerwenka, Peggy T. Cohen-Kettenis, and Baudewijntje PC Kreukels, “Surgical satisfaction, quality of life, and 
their association after gender-affirming surgery: A follow-up study,” Journal of sex & marital therapy 44.2 
(2018): 138-148.) 
45 Such as the repeated use of the term “contagion” (page 16, twice; page 17, four times) in relation to possible 
social influences on gender transition.  This term is used in other clinical and sociological contexts, but it carries 
the real danger of reinforcing prejudice and discrimination against people who transition.  A similar concern 
might be raised about the linking of gender incongruence with paedophilia, twice (page 9) without careful 
qualification.  There can be no more stigmatising association. 
46 Watt, ”Gender transition,” 3. 
47 The extent of intimidation and violence against people on the basis of their gender identity is difficult to 
quantify but it is certainly widespread and underreported.  A large national survey in the UK gauged it at 
roughly twice the level of intimidation and violence against people on the basis of sexual orientation (48% vs 
26% for some act of harassment in the last 12 months, and  5% vs 2% and 2 % vs 1% for physical or sexual 
violence in the last 12 months).  These figures echo the data on public attitudes towards different protected 
groups (see above, footnote 15). 
48 For example, a study conducted in prisons in California found that 59% of transgender inmates reported 
having been sexually assaulted while in a correctional facility in contrast to 4.4% of the random sample of 
inmates (Valerie Jenness, Cheryl L. Maxson, Kristy N. Matsuda, and Jennifer Macy Sumner, “Violence in 
California correctional facilities: An empirical examination of sexual assault,” Bulletin 2.2 (2007): 1-4; See also 
Lori Sexton, Valerie Jenness, and Jennifer Macy Sumner, “Where the margins meet: A demographic 
assessment of transgender inmates in men’s prisons,” Justice Quarterly 27.6 (2010): 835-866). 
49 This conclusion relates to social and legal transition and to at least some bodily modification but abstracts 
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If transition can be a virtuous choice then it will embody the virtues not only of courage and hope 

but also, and most especially, of prudence and critical self-knowledge.  For a faithful Catholic such 

prudential judgement will also require discernment and the gift of counsel.  An authentic vocation 

will need to be tested and people should acknowledge the possibility of being wrong.  Nevertheless, 

if gender transition is not wrong secundum se, for all and in all circumstances, then there will be 

some people and some circumstances in which it is right, beneficial, timely, and compatible not only 

with virtue but also with holiness.  


